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A staggeringly small percentage of state government contracts are currently awarded to certified 

women-owned businesses in Wisconsin. There is a government program that allows women-

owned businesses to become certified, but unlike the minority-owned and veteran-owned 

business programs, the benefits of certification are minimal and provide few incentives for 

women-owned businesses to undergo the certification process. This bill would set a goal of 5% 

of the total expenditures of state contracts would be awarded to women-owned businesses, the 

same goal that is already set for minority-owned businesses. 

Ensuring that women-owned businesses as well as minority and disabled veteran-owned 

businesses receive 5% of state contract funds is crucial to ensuring that all businesses are well 

represented and supported by the government. Many of the fields that governments contract with 

are dominated by men and women-owned business are underrepresented. Supporting women-

owned businesses is necessary to growing our economy and encouraging more businesses to 

open and operate in Wisconsin. 

A recent University of Wisconsin-Madison study found that women-owned businesses account 

for 19% of the businesses in Wisconsin as of 2011. Although this is a significant growth from the 

1990s, growth has flat lined over the last decade. The same study also found that women may be 

an underutilized resource for economic growth in the state and that policies should be 

implemented to encourage more female entrepreneurs. This bill would seek to increase the 

success of existing women-owned businesses and provide an incentive for more women to 

become entrepreneurs. 

This bill would address the gender gap in state contracts by introducing a goal for the amount of 

contracts women-owned businesses obtain. A women-owned business would only gain 

preferential treatment if their bid was no more than 5% higher than the lowest bid. This is the 

same level that is already set for minority-owned and disabled veteran-owned businesses and 

would ensure that while being inclusive, the state would not overpay. Ensuring that all business 

receive a chance to be awarded state contracts will help grow the Wisconsin economy and utilize 

a crucial business resource: women. 

  

Analysis by the Legislative Reference Bureau 

  
This bill creates preferences in state procurement for certified woman−owned businesses that are 

similar to preferences in current law for certified 

minority−owned businesses. For instance, under this bill, state agencies must attempt to ensure 

that they pay woman−owned businesses 5 percent of the total 

amount expended for state procurements or certain state construction projects in each fiscal year, 

which is identical to the requirements for minority−owned 



businesses. To meet this goal, state agencies may purchase materials or services from a 

woman−owned business that submits a bid that is no more than 5 percent 

higher than the apparent low bid. This preference is identical to the preference given to 

minority−owned businesses under current law. 

  

If you would like to co-sponsor LRB-3456, please contact Representative Sargent's Office at 
266-0960 /Rep.Sargent@legis.wi.gov by 4pm on January 29th. 
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